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The results of releasing a drug in a burst are unpredictable and one of the inherent drawbacks of using nanocarriers. Here,
photoresponsive cationic gold nanoparticles to stabilize diacetylenic nanocapsules enabling photoregulated release of payloads
are reported. The fabrication of these nanocapsules relied on an electrostatic interaction of a negatively charged diacetylenic core
and a positively charged gold nanoparticle shell. Gold nanoparticles with photoresponsive ligands on their surfaces act as both
hydrophobic core stabilizers and gatekeepers of the nanocapsules, while their polydiacetylene cores serve as hydrophobic drug
carriers that can be tuned using UV irradiation. The morphology of nanocapsules was analyzed using TEM and dynamic light
scattering. The resultant nanocapsules had a spherical shape with an average diameter of 152.9 ± 6.7 nm. Upon UV irradiation, the
nanocapsules lost their integrity and an encapsulatedmodel compoundwas released through diffusion.The release of a hydrophobic
molecule was irradiation time dependent and thereby controllable. This light-triggered release provides an alternative strategy for
controlled drug delivery.

1. Introduction

Nanocapsules provide a number of benefits for anticancer
drug delivery due to their high drug loading, ability to pre-
serve drug efficacy, and ease of fabrication [1]. A nanocapsule
is a colloidal drug carrier that consists of an oily core coated
by a shell [2]. Nanocapsules can have superior properties
over other carriers since they have a shell protecting the drug
they carry from the environment. So, these drugs have a
longer stability and the shell can be further functionalized
by attaching targeting agents [3, 4]. However, release of
their payloads in a controllable manner remains a great
challenge.

Polydiacetylene (PDA) has gainedmuch attention arising
from the added functionality arising from its chemical cross-
linking properties [5]. Self-assembly of PDA into various
nanostructures including vesicles [6] and micelles [7] was
reported. Polydiacetylene nanostructures have a variety of
potential applications such as imaging, gene delivery, and
drug delivery [8–11]. In drug delivery, PDA can be used
for solubilizing hydrophobic drugs with high drug loading.
The polymerized units can enhance the stability of this
nanocarrier [12].

Recently, nanoparticle stabilized nanocapsules (NSNCs)
were devised for use in drug delivery [13] and to deliver
a number of payloads including small molecules, protein,
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of (a) formulation of NSNCs through cross-linking of diacetylenic core and nile red loading followed by
interfacial assembly ofAuPCNH

2
. (b) Polymerization of polydiacetylenes core initiated byUV irradiation at 365 nm for 24 hours. (c) Chemical

structures of AuPCNH
2
and its phototriggered cleavage reaction.

and siRNA [14, 15]. The core of a nanocapsule can be lipids,
polymers, and oils [16, 17]. Nanoparticles are used to stabilize
the interface between the core and an aqueous exterior
environment. Additionally, a nanoparticle at the shell of
the NSNCs provides additional features for controlled drug
release. For example, nanoparticles can facilitate a controlled
release of a drug using a magnetic field [18] or laser light
[19]. This property provides a great benefit to the use of
nanocapsules. It has drawn our attention to the use of gold
nanoparticles with a tailored ligand to regulate the release of
an encapsulated model compound.

Herein, we report a facile approach to prepare light-
regulated NSNCs consisting of a PDA core and a photo-
cleavable cationic gold nanoparticle (AuPCNH

2
) shell (Fig-

ure 1(a)). This selected ligand features three components.
An alkyl segment is used to provide particle stability. A
photoresponsive o-nitrobenzyl linkage provides a photo-
cleavable property, while the polyamine unit is required to

electrostatically interact with the negatively charged PDA.
The AuPCNH

2
PDA core was stabilized through electro-

static interactions. A PDA core was used to encapsulate a
model compound and protect it from degradation. More
importantly, the cross-linking properties of the diacetylene
moieties imparted a capability to retard the release of an
encapsulated drug from the core (Figure 1(b)). Controlled
release of encapsulated material was demonstrated in vitro
using UV light (Figure 1(c)) [20].

2. Experimental

Chemicals, synthesis, and characterization of AuPCNH
2
are

presented in a previously reported study [21] and supporting
information.

2.1. Formulation of a Stabilized Nanocapsule. Twenty (20)mg
of 10,12-pentacosadiynoic acid was dispersed in 4ml of a Tris
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buffer (pH ∼ 11). This solution was sonicated using an ultra-
sonic probe for about 3 minutes to create a nanoemulsion.
The pH of this solution was 9.97. The resulting diacetylenic
emulsion was then exposed to UV light (365 nm, 4W) for
24 hours to initiate a cross-linked ene-yne. The distance
between the solution and the 4-WUV lamp was kept at
5 cm. Thereafter, the resulting solution was filtered through
a nylon-syringe filter (0.45 𝜇m). Nile red was selected as a
model molecule due to its hydrophobic properties and to
evaluate the light-responsiveness of the NSNCs. Nile red in
50 𝜇l dichloromethane (DCM) (0.05mg/ml) was added to
the filtered cross-linked diacetylene emulsion (1000𝜇l). The
mixture was sonicated again for 3 minutes to homogenize the
solution.Then, DCMwas removed using a rotary evaporator.
After evaporation, 100 𝜇l of the mixture was added to 500 𝜇l
of AuPCNH

2
(2.5𝜇M, Figure S1, in Supplementary Material

available online at https://doi.org/10.1155/2017/2539520) and
stirred for 1 h. The resulting nanocapsules are referred to
as NSNCs. These NSNCs were characterized before and
after UV irradiation using TEM (FEI Tecnai G2 20) and
dynamic light scattering (DLS). In DLS and nanoparticles
tracking analysis, 0.3 ml of NSNCs was dispensed in 2.7ml
of Tris buffer. The samples were injected into a folded
capillary disposable cell. DLS was measured using a Malvern
Zetasizer� Nano-ZS. Measurements were made in triplicate
at 25∘C and an average value was reported.

2.2. Release Study of PDA Core and NSNCs without UV Light.
An aliquot of 500 𝜇l of the resulting NSNCs was pipetted into
a cuvette. 2000𝜇l of toluene was added to the NSNCs. The
mixture was continuously stirred. The release of nile red was
monitored using fluorimetry (JASCO, FP-8200, excitation
at 550 nm and emission at 630 nm). For the release of nile
red from the PDA core, 500𝜇l (0.83mg/ml) of the cross-
linked PDA core was transferred into a cuvette. 2000𝜇l of
toluenewas then added to the PDA solution.Themixture was
continuously stirred and the release of nile redwasmonitored
at 30-minute intervals for 4.5 hours. These experiments were
done in triplicate.

2.3. Release Study of NSNCs Using UV Light. A NSNCs
solution (100 𝜇l) was pipetted into a cuvette and exposed to
UV light (365 nm, 8W) for various times, that is, 0, 5, 10, and
15min. After irradiation, 2,000 𝜇l of toluenewas added to this
cuvette. At 30-minute intervals, the release of nile red was
monitored using fluorimetry in the same manner described
above. These experiments were done in triplicate.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Formulation of a Diacetylenic PDA Core and Dye Load-
ing. Diacetylenic compounds having both hydrophobic and
hydrophilic parts can form emulsions, micelles, and lipo-
somes [5, 6]. Diacetylene moieties can often cross-link under
UV irradiation at 254 nm leading to the formation of a
conjugated ene-yne sequence [12]. In this work, to maximize
the stability of the diacetylenic lipid core and minimize the

payloads released from the nanocapsules, a partial cross-
linking was devised to incompletely form cross-linkages with
a diacetylene core using UV irradiation at 365 nm. After
irradiation at 365 nm for 24 h, the solution turned into a
yellowish solution and the absorbance increased between
225 nm and 350 nm [12], indicating that the polymerization
of ene-yne had taken place (Figure 2(a)).The size of polymer-
ized diacetylenic core was found to be 148.6 ± 4.6 nm. The
partial cross-linkage showed an absorption peak at a lower
wavelength than the PDAmicelles [12].This was possibly due
to the lower energy used in polymerization, giving rise to a
shorter conjugation of ene-yne moieties. Thereafter, loading
of nile red was performed using a solvent displacement
method [22]. The amount of nile red loaded per nanocapsule
was 0.5 wt.%. Encapsulation efficiency (%EE) of nile red was
found to be 95% using fluorimetry [23].

3.2. Formulation of NSNCs. The charge of the emulsion
PDA core and AuPCNH

2
were measured using a Malvern

Zetasizer s90 at 25∘C. The results showed that the emulsion’s
PDA core exhibited a negative charge of −41.76 ± 2.74mV
and AuPCNH

2
had a positive charge of +41.73 ± 0.60mV.

The negative charge of the emulsion’s PDA core was due
to carboxylate groups and the positive charge of AuPCNH

2

resulting from ammonium groups at the terminus of the
ligand.This opposing charge is beneficial for nanocapsule for-
mulation where electrostatic interaction is required between
the core and the shell. NSNCs were formulated using an
interfacial electrostatic stabilization of a negatively charged
PDA droplet and a positively charged AuPCNH

2
species.

These interactions relied on the attraction of opposing
charges and stabilization at the interface between the oily core
and the aqueous exterior environment [13]. The optimized
ratio of PDA/AuPCNH

2
was found by varying the ratio of

PDA/nanoparticles and characterizing the resultant assem-
blies using TEM.Theoptimal droplet ratio PDA/nanoparticle
for successful nanoscale NSNC formationwas 1 : 5 by volume.
The shape and size of the NSNCs were characterized using
TEM and nanoparticle tracking analysis. In Figure 2(b), TEM
images of NSNCs show a spherical shape and smooth edges.
An average diameter of 152.9 ± 67 nm was observed using
nanoparticle tracking analysis (Figure 2(c)). The NSNCs
were stable in Tris buffer and media serum with no sign of
precipitation.

3.3. NSNCs under UV Irradiation. To test the UV response
of the NSNCs, UV irradiation of NSNCs was performed and
their morphology monitored using TEM. The NSNCs were
suspended inDIwater and irradiatedwithUV light at 365 nm
for 10 minutes. Then, the NSNCs were dispersed onto TEM
copper grids. Figure 2(d) shows a loss of spherical integrity
of the NSNCs edges. This occurred since the cleavage of
the dinitrobenzyl group on AuPCNH

2
shell had taken place,

generating a negative charge on AuPCNH
2
(see Figure 1(b)).

As a result, charge-charge repulsion possibly occurred. Upon
UV irradiation, a nitrobenzaldehyde derivative was released
from the gold surfaces. This compound is cytotoxic and can
be used to inhibit the proliferation of MDA-MB-231 cells as
demonstrated by Anilkumar et al. [24].

https://doi.org/10.1155/2017/2539520
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Figure 2: (a) UV-vis spectra of diacetylenic core after UV irradiation at 365 nm for 24 hours using a handheld UV lamp. (b) TEM images of
the NSNCs formed in an emulsion of PDA :AuPCNH

2
(1 : 5 v/v). (c) Nanoparticle tracking analysis of the NSNCs. (d) TEM images of NSNCs

under UV irradiation for 10 minutes.

3.4. Release of Nile Red without UV Irradiation. To validate
the role of AuPCNH

2
in preventing the release of nile red

and the stability of NSNCs in the absence of UV light, the
release of emulsions of PDA (core) andNSNCswas examined
using a two-phase toluenewater system [20, 22]. In Figure 3, a
rapid release of nile red was observed from the PDA core.The
dye was transported into the toluene phase very quickly and
reaching 90% at 50 minutes. Thereafter, the release leveled
off and reached 100% in 75 minutes. Significantly, in the
case of NSNCs, the release of nile red was slower than that
from PDA. The dye release was only ∼12% after 50 minutes.
The NSNCs had a maximum release of only 40% after 250
minutes. This result showed that the AuPCNH

2
in the shell

of NSNCs can prevent the release of nile red from the carrier

in the absence of UV light, which is an additional benefit of
using AuPCNH

2
.

3.5. Release of Nile Red upon UV Irradiation. After estab-
lishing a formulation method for the NSNCs, we next
investigated a light-regulated release of nile red. The model
drug release profiles of the NSNCs obtained after various UV
irradiation times are presented in Figure 4(a). The release
of nile red depended on UV irradiation time. About 70%,
75%, and 80% of the nile red were released from NSNCs
within 6 h after irradiation for 5min, 10min, and 15min,
respectively. Release of nile red fromNSNCswith noUV light
irradiation was around 40% after 4.5 hours with no initial
burst. After UV irradiation, the release showed a two-phase
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Figure 4: (a) Cumulative release profiles of nile red from NSNCs after UV irradiation for 0, 5, 10, and 15 minutes and (b) % release of nile
red after 120 minutes with prior UV irradiation for 0, 5, 10, and 15 minutes.

profile, with an initially higher rate of release that thereafter
leveled off. Approximately 70% of the nile red was released
from nanocapsules within the first 2 h after 15 minutes of UV
irradiation. This was much faster than that after 10 minutes
(55%) and 5 minutes of UV irradiation (40%) (Figure 2(b)).
The partial cross-linking of diacetylene moieties slowed the
release of nile red as compared to the non-cross-linked cores
(data not shown). In general, the diffusion of the model drug
began in the core and subsequently continued across the shell
[17]. The shell played an important rate determining role. In
our work, a similar effect was observed. When the shell was
cleaved and lost its integrity, release of nile red was seen.
Gradual diffusion of nile red was then observed.These results

indicated that length of UV irradiation governed the model
drug release over time.

4. Conclusion

NSNCs were successfully fabricated and used in photoregu-
lated release through electrostatic interactions.These NSNCs
had a spherical shape with a 152.9 ± 6.7 nm diameter. Addi-
tionally, the nanocapsules can protect an encapsulated drug.
Their release of a hydrophobic compound can be controlled
by varying UV irradiation time. This nanocapsule formula-
tion has potential use in delivery of lipophilic drugs for cancer
therapy, as demonstrated in vitro.
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